Included in this download are the answers to some fan questions. Make sure to check out the
corresponding non-spoiler sheet – there is different information on there.
Past sheets are available on my website: http://clstonebooks.com/goodies-and-giveaways/
Don’t tell Mr. Blackbourne!
♥
C. L.
Warning – spoilers ahead!

1. Will we get to hear Kayli's version of camp?
A. Yup! It’s either in Tempest or the next book. It’s one of those things that’ll happen really
soon.
2. We’re rereading the cheat sheets and all those forums and in one you say that North’s dad knew
that he got Luke’s mom pregnant with Luke but in another one you state that they were
stepbrothers. We were just wondering which was true because we were kind of thrown for a loop
there.
A. The problem with answering questions over five years is that I forget what I said. 😊 Or
sometimes if I say it out of the books, I can be wrong, because it never is correct unless it
comes out of their mouths. (That’s when it feels right.) My notes say ‘brother’ so until I
dive into their back story in a book (whenever one of their books come up), we’ll uncover
their family past then and figure it out. I think originally I imagined them being halfbrothers who possibly thought themselves as stepbrothers until they learned about their
family. I know that’s not a solid answer but I’ve gotten more careful to answer questions
that are coming up that I thought the boys were a certain way but they surprised me later
when it all came out throughout a scene. So now I try to wait until I know for sure.
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4. I know in the Scarab Beetle series Corey and raven have a bit of a love interest (love that btw) my
question is whether some of the boys in the ghost bird series will also find themselves to be
bisexual? My guess would be Luke, because he just seems like the go with the flow kind of person,
and Gabriel, not because of his interests but because he seems like he could appreciate an
attractive person no matter their gender.
A. Luke’s not really interested in guys, but he likes to tease Victor a lot. If he were bisexual,
I’m pretty sure he’d be trying to hook up with Victor. Gabriel’s been strongly suggested
he is gay by other people that he gets upset with the notion if anyone else tells him that
just because he likes clothes and doing hair and all that. But he’s very much not
interested in guys, which is why he could dress the others and not get uncomfortable or
distracted like he does sometimes with Sang. 😊 Your ‘go with the flow’ personalities
who would possibly try it out of curiosity would possibly be Dr. Green, Silas and North,
but they don’t really have the interest to pursue a relationship with anyone else right now
(except one has in the past!). Too busy. Too interested in Sang. Already have a
complicated relationship with her that adding to it probably isn’t a good idea right
now.😊
5. With Wil being more present in this book, in future books could he possibly have a greater role?
A. All side characters come out of the woodwork to fill in positions when needed. 😊 Some
have come to some closure (Jade) and some I’ve highlighted (Rocky) and still stick
around and might come into focus again later. It depends on the situations going on. Wil
probably shows up now and again also to show how in Kayli’s story, he’s absent but still
around.
6. With Mr. Hendricks gone, will there not be many issues at Ashley Waters or will others like Rocky,
Mike, or Greg become more frequent at school?
A. With Mr. Hendricks gone, they still have to figure out where he was making money on
top of his regular salary, which means a lot of work for Mr. Blackbourne and the team to
figure out, and they won’t abandon the school now since he’s acting principal. so they’ll
have to stay until the end of the school year. The other students may pose some issues as
they see the changes happening in their school and since a lot of the students and teachers
were working with Mr. Hendricks (out of duress for some of them), they may have to
spend time with those who were working with him to help get clues as to what was really
going on.
7. In the future books will Sang go to prom?
A. I don’t know how I can have a book about a year at high school without a prom. 😊 It
was one of the things the guys were looking forward to, since they were going to a public
high school for a year and they’d never get a chance at one otherwise.
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8. Will Sang be dating Silas at school the whole year?
A. Probably. Unless there’s a reason needed for the school to think they broke up. Silas is a
big guy and people wouldn’t dare try to hit on her (except Rocky and others just trying to
start fights) if she’s got big tough Silas as a boyfriend.
9. Is Luke letting on that he is more ok than he actually is with the relationship?
A. Luke’s a daydreamer, so he daydreams how it can work out. But we all know reality can’t
match up to daydreaming. So he’s okay with the vision in his head, but he’ll get some
reality thrown in. He’ll always be okay with it, but it’s more like there are some aspects
he hasn’t thought of or considered. Like his brother walking in on him with Sang, etc.
There will be other situations that come up where he’ll face the reality that this is going
to be hard work and it’s not going to be how he pictures.
10. Will Sang in the next book get into a fight with the guys? The only time she ever has was with
North after the Sawdust pile.
A. They don’t really tend to fight a lot, except maybe play fighting with Gabriel and Luke
and so on. Victor would give in before fighting. Maybe she’d fight with Kota, maybe
North. It’s not out of the realm of possibility she’d fight with any of them, verbally or
physically but it’s not in her nature to fight like that unless pushed really far. But I never
know, sometimes they do surprising things in books. I never know until I get there. 😊
11. Is social services ever going try and take Sang? Or her other family try to take her?
A. They don’t really know she exists. They aren’t interested unless they are getting reports
of abuse and even then, there is a process for ‘taking’ children. Marie is of age that she
could be out on her own legally in her state if she really wanted. They wouldn’t come for
her. So there aren’t plans of social services taking her in my plots, but the ‘threat’ that
they could keeps them thinking. Anyone has the right to report things to social services,
like the school. So they work hard to not let that happen with her at this point.
12. Will Gabriel ever come forward and tell mister Blackbourne what he heard at the hospital now
that he knows they are investigating?
A. Mr. Blackbourne knows. 😊 This might be an older question I didn’t catch but Mr.
Blackbourne talked to Sang about what Gabriel learned in LCR.
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14. Now that Erica knows about Sang, Kota, and Nathan will Sang most likely move back in with
Nathan?
A. She’ll have the option to be around Nathan now (at least within view of the Lee
household), but it doesn’t solve the problem of them finding a place they can all live
together and they’ll have to be careful if Erica’s around Uncle, because she does go to
that diner. :D But Victor and Gabriel are looking to get out of their own houses as well,
and since the plan is to live with each other, this is looking really complicated, especially
with so many of them.
15. Are Wil and Karen an Academy couple that are out to sabotage the team so that they can’t get out
of debt with the favors?
A. Wil and Karen are not in the Academy. 😊 And as a side note, the Academy would never
have a team that would do such a thing. That sort of behavior is discovered quickly and
they wouldn’t become members in such a case. That’s why enrollment and trials are very
involved and lengthy processes.
16. Did Kota get Max as a puppy and do all of his training himself? How old is Max? Max was really
excited when Sang and Nathan came home after being attacked by Volto at the school. I'm
guessing that Max could smell Volto on them and I'm wondering if Max knows him.
A. Kota got Max as a puppy and took him to training classes and learned to do some of that
himself and taught Max a few extra things that were useful to him. Max is…about two or
three? Still young and trainable. And the reason why Max won’t bark needlessly at
people arriving that he’s familiar with is because Kota trained him not to bark unless
someone approaches that he absolutely never met before, so he wasn’t barking at the
mailman at the door. So if Volto hadn’t been familiar, he would have barked a lot to alert
people.:)
17. Is this new job under Mr. Blackbourne a good thing for Sang or will it put her in more danger?
A. She’ll be more helpful to Mr. Blackbourne and the team as they continue their
investigation. This puts her at the heart of the team, and later it’ll show they work very
well together. The thing with teams and why you can choose them is that you get
involved and work well, and working well together is very hard to pull off for any group.
Think of when you’re in school and randomly chosen to work in a team. Sometimes it’s
good, sometimes it’s horrible depending on personalities and clashing. A team that works
very smoothly together makes jobs so much easier, which would be another reason for
them to stay as a team.
18. Does Ericka have a connection, other than Kota and the boys, to The Academy?
A. Erica has no connection to the Academy at all. :) Except whatever connection Kota has.
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19. Will Sang sleep over at Mr Blackbourne’s?
A. In the future maybe? I can’t promise if she’ll actually sleep over there unless it works into
a scene in some way. It just depends on how scenes go.
20. I didn’t do a reread before this one, but doesn’t a manager mean that Sang will be living with Mr.
Buble until she graduates academy? What does being her manager entail?
A. No. A manager doesn’t involve himself in another Academy member’s life unless
needed. For example, if Sang had not met Kota’s team but the Academy learned about
her, and then discovered she was in a bad situation, Mr. Buble would of course invite her
to stay with him for whatever reason, or stay with whoever she would have been
comfortable with.
A manager is there to observe and support a potential recruit and guide them in the way
of the Academy and what their role is. Mr. Blackbourne and Dr. Green had a manager,
but the other boys didn’t, because Mr. Blackbourne and Dr. Green took them in after their
graduation. So the others don’t really know exactly what to expect out of it. But the
Academy is all about trust. Because of everything going on, with Mr. Blackbourne being
an acting principal and Dr. Green busy with being a doctor, and they’ve already taken on
such a role for the other guys and the guys are at a different level than Sang, Mr. Buble
has been chosen to step in as manager to basically guide her in this. It’s not that the other
guys can’t do this, but Kota and the others haven’t graduated themselves. Plus a little
extra support never hurt anyone, yeah? 😊
21. Are Morris, Hendricks, and McCoy gone for the series?
A. We’ll still hear from McCoy and Hendricks and Morris but you probably won’t see much
of them, or they won’t be able to access Sang and the team in a way like they did before.
So them basically going mental on the Lee house was kind of a good thing, in a weird
way.
22. How far did Danielle go with Nathan? He seemed traumatized with her just standing next to him
with her shirt off.
She basically cornered him and tried to touch him and get him to kiss her, like trying to
hook up with him. He rejected her, wasn’t interested. And it wasn’t so much at the time
she was trying to touch him, but this thing to where she’d threatened to tell people it was
the opposite, that he tried touching her if he said anything. He did tell Kota at the time but
it was one of those things that happened a few years ago and he more or less moved on
until she was around him alone in such a way. So he was always paranoid of being alone
with her because it wasn’t beyond her to do something and lie about it later with people or
reach out to touch people when they didn’t want her to. She’s hung up on him for some
reason.
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23. Does Nathan get a trip to the spa after his car accident like Victor did?
A. If only Nathan appreciate the spa like Victor did. 😊 I don’t think he could relax. Maybe
if Sang was giving spa treatments. Some people just aren’t into spas as others. 😊

~A~
If you’re new to The Academy and would like more spoilers and to meet some other people who
also enjoy them, there is a special Forum for fans. I am active in this group when I’m not busy
writing and answer questions there as I can, but beware—parts of the forum are full of spoilers.

http://theacademy.invisionzone.com/
Have a request? Complaint? Want to ask more? Email me! Just please check past
sheets to make sure your questions haven’t been answered already. All past sheets are on
my website:
http://clstonebooks.com/goodies-and-giveaways/
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